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The practice of learning physics contributes to the development of many transdisciplinary skills learners are able to exercise independent of the physics discipline. However, the standard practices of physics instruction do not explicitly include the monitoring or evaluation of these skills. In a competency-based (CB) learning model, the skills (competencies) are clearly defined and evaluated. We envisioned that a CB approach, where the underlying competencies are highlighted within the instructional process, would be more suitable to teaching physics to learners with diversified disciplinary interests. A model CB course curriculum was developed and practiced at Purdue University to teach introductory college physics to learners who were majoring in the technology disciplines. The experiment took place from the spring semester in 2015 until the spring semester in 2017. The practice provided a means to monitor and evaluate a set of developmental transdisciplinary competencies that underlie the learning of force and motion concepts in classical physics. Additionally, the CB practice contributed to produce substantial physics learning outcomes among learners who were underprepared to learn physics in college.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Competency based (CB) teaching and learning provides learners with expected learning outcomes within a personalized framework [1–4]. Various CB approaches to instruction have been performed in medicine [5,6], psychiatry [7], health care [8,9], and teacher education [10]. However, the CB approach is yet to be tested in sciences and many applied science (STEM) disciplines. In the STEM disciplines, in contrast to abstract learning of the discipline’s content, the CB approach can be used to develop concrete skills (competencies) that are transferable across academic disciplines, or beyond academia to the corporate sector [11,12]. Many learners who take introductory level college physics courses may not be using physics concept knowledge directly in their careers. However, the practice of learning physics contributes to the development of many transdisciplinary competencies (TDC) they can exercise independent of the physics discipline [13–16]. We envisioned that a CB approach, where the underlying competencies are highlighted within the instructional process, would be more suitable to teach physics to a group of learners with diversified interests. In January 2015, a model CB physics course was initiated at Purdue University. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use a CB approach to teach physics at a public university in the United States. The CB model that we developed used algebra based methods to synthesize and apply knowledge within force and motion concepts in classical physics. Intradisciplinary practices were mapped into a set of TDC for evaluation. Learners were allowed to use extended time periods to independently develop and to demonstrate the exercise of the TDC. Through this practice we brought up a method to evaluate TDC that underlie the physics disciplinary learning experience. Additionally, the practice consistently contributed to producing substantial physics learning outcomes among learners who were underprepared to learn physics in college.

II. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER

The paper presents the concept of CB learning that transcends the boundaries of a classroom, and how this type of learning facilitates the acquisition of TDC. Next, the paper discusses the details of the CB introductory college physics learning experience developed at Purdue University, its outcomes and the implications for physics education in the U.S.

III. COMPETENCIES: THE IDEA AND APPLICATION

A. Capability approach vs the human capital theory

Within a CB instructional process, the valuable practices that transcend a particular learning experience are identified as competencies [3]. The human capital (HC) theory and the capability approach provide contrasting view points on determining the valuable human practices [17] that are
translated into competencies acquired within a learning process. The HC theory [18–20] values practices that enhance an individual’s ability to perform labor and to produce economic capital. The capability approach conceptualized by the Nobel Laureate philosopher Amartya Sen (1998 Noble Prize in Economics) values practices that expand an individual’s ability to achieve further excellence [17,21–24]. The HC approach does not take into account the full potential of a human being as opposed to treating an individual as an instrument for the production of capital [25–28]. However, Sen’s capabilities idea implies that a curriculum of learning is beneficial to expanding an individual’s capacity beyond producing economic capital: “If education makes a person more efficient in commodity production, then this is clearly an enhancement of human capital. This can add to the value of production in the economy and also to the income of the person who has been educated. But even with the same level of income, a person may benefit from education, in reading, communicating, arguing, in being able to choose in a more informed way, in being taken more seriously by others, and so on. The benefits of education, thus, exceeds its role as human capital in commodity production.” [23] Not all learners will apply the discipline’s content beyond the learning experience. However, all learning processes can contribute to intellectual growth and to increasing the potential for further learning or functioning. Therefore, learning the content of a discipline is better expressed as developing capabilities rather than acquiring directly valuable HC [17]. Because of this reason, the competencies, or the assessment factors, must be chosen to reflect upon the developmental qualities that transcend the content learning and facilitate further learning or efficient functioning of the learner.

B. Transdisciplinary competencies in learning

Complying with the capabilities idea (Sec. III A), we chose the following set of developmental qualities as transdisciplinary competencies of the CB physics learning experience at Purdue University. (i) AS: Analysis (identification or translation and inference). (ii) MD: Modeling (knowledge in the appropriate representations and their extensions). (iii) PS: Problem solving (choice of practices based on the situation and the representation or model). (iv) CM: Communication (ability to achieve clarity complying to the standards). (v) CL: Collaboration (contribution to a positive social environment). (vi) EC: Effective citizenship (commitment and the sense of responsibility about one’s own actions). (vii) AE: Aesthetic engagement (compliance with basic aesthetic rules in presentation of ideas).

These qualities are not limited to the content of any one discipline. They are valued and practiced in all complicated problem solving processes and in cooperative working environments. The first four in the list were regarded as core competencies as they directly associated with learning of the physics disciplinary content.

C. Practices lead to the TDCs

Within the context of this paper, the term “practices” refers to various microlevel tasks a learner performs within the process of a particular learning or assessment activity, such as extracting relevant information from a complex situation, drawing vector or force diagrams, creating other illustrations, or making an inference based on a previously achieved result [29]. Exercise of the TDC lies in the practices performed to establish the perception of physics concepts and in the deliberate application of the concepts. Therefore, a CB approach to instruction should focus on the details within the practices in order to provide a scope to exercise and to evaluate the TDC. Concept knowledge is complementary to becoming proficient in the practices performed in the context of the discipline. Mapping the processes in learning or assessment activities appropriately into the underlying competency framework, it is possible to produce a scheme to evaluate the exercise of the core competencies. Other competencies (EC, CL, AE, etc.) can be evaluated through participation, peer evaluations, quality of the individual output and creative group projects.

IV. THE PROCESS (LOGISTICS AND STRUCTURE)

A. Organization

At Purdue University, a CB introductory college physics experience was developed for learners who are majoring in technology disciplines [30]. The CB course attempted to match the course requirements of the traditional (T) course serving the same learner community at Purdue University. The T course used algebra based methods and contained four credit hours, including a laboratory component. The T course was based on lectures, recitations, and multiple choice examinations. The CB course, on the other hand, facilitated a self-paced learning environment.

The first CB physics course was taught in Spring 2015 to a special cohort recruited to pilot the idea. Since Fall 2015, both methods (T and CB) were concurrently available for enrollment. At the beginning of a semester, learners could freely enroll in one of the two courses. Table I summarizes the enrollment data for the two classes. Apparently, learners did not make a conscious choice between the two classes. Neither was there an attempt to provide a wide scale awareness on the CB model course. For most of the learners, the placement in the course had been made by the university scheduling system based on the other classes they had chosen to take.

In the CB course, the conventional weekly course meeting structure of two 50 min lectures and one 50 min recitation were absorbed into two longer (75 min) group working
sessions designated as “Instructional Studio (IS).” At IS, under the supervision of a primary faculty instructor, undergraduate instructors (UI), preferably, who previously had taken part in the same learning experience, oversaw the learning activities, provided occasional assistance, and performed assessment on the learners. Learners submitted a preclass assignment (PCA) in the evening prior to each IS. The work in an IS was built upon the PCA. Weekly homework (HW) was assigned on the basis of the work done in the IS. Laboratory (LAB) activities were designed to be direct extensions to IS. The course content was organized into content areas. Exercise of the TDC within content areas was assessed using content area tests (CAT). Learners could repeat a CAT up to a period of three weeks. Time and space were made available for learners four days a week to walk in and take or retake a CAT. A CAT was qualitatively similar to the HW. A period of an hour was allowed for each taking of a CAT. Learners could take or retake a CAT by their own initiation with a minimum time separation of three days. Within a given content area, two versions of a CAT were offered to learners. The first version was available for multiple takings. However, the second version was available only for a single attempt per each qualified learner (Sec. IV D).

B. Content knowledge via developing the TDC

Exercise of the TDC lies in the practices performed in the learning activities. The development of the physics concept knowledge was assumed to be complementary to the development of the TDC (Sec. III C). Therefore, in the CB physics instructional process at Purdue University, the practices were regarded with high importance. Representations of physical phenomenon (vector diagrams, force diagrams, graphs, etc.) were thoroughly exercised, giving importance to fine details within such practices. Learners were expected to communicate their thought processes in completing assignments. Assignment problems deviated from being multiple-choice or direct short-answer questions towards more realistic and rather complicated situations where nontrivial exercise of TDC was possible.

C. Separating into the TDC

The TDC were defined in the course syllabus. The practices in learning and assignment activities were mapped into the TDC structure following the definitions. Examples that illustrated the relationship between the standard practices and TDC were supplied live in classes as well as in the reference materials. Rubrics were prepared to enhance the efficiency of assessment and to further communicate the expected outcomes. All course activities, including participation, submission of work, preparation, interaction with peers, etc., were encompassed within the TDC framework and therefore included in assessment. A PCA was not evaluated for accuracy when it explored novel content matter before a class (Table II). However, in a PCA the application of the previously learned practices were evaluated for accuracy. Assessments were done by the personnel who were best suited to evaluating the task. For example, the competency of collaboration was entirely evaluated by peers. The competency of effective citizenship was evaluated by the peers and by the instructors.

D. Assessment and feedback

In the CB instructional process at Purdue University, a continuous and iterative assessment scheme took the place of traditional assessment components such as exams (midterm, final) or homework that bore a prescribed weight in the final grade formula. The continuous assessment scheme encompassed the multitiered process of learning: the construction of knowledge in PCA and in IS, the practice of knowledge in HW, further practice and validation of the establishment of knowledge in CAT. Learners were expected to produce detailed work that communicated the logic and standard practices applied in the assessment activities. This work was evaluated using rubrics within the TDC framework. Formal (written) feedback was provided to learners for PCA, HW, CAT, and LAB. Informal (verbal) feedback was provided during IS and

### Table II. The CB model course evaluation structure. PCA, HW, CAT, and LAB stand, respectively, for preclass assignments, homework, content area test and laboratory. All assignments were hand graded by multiple instructors following rubrics. GI and UI stand for graduate instructors and undergraduate instructors, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Repeat or Retake option</th>
<th>Feedback provided?</th>
<th>Assessed by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Assessed sometimes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>Yes(+1)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>Yes(+5)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAB</td>
<td>Assessed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GI and UI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAB sessions. In grading CAT, where learners took a single test multiple times, the feedback generation was made efficient by defining error codes for common problematic situations encountered in the activities. Learners were provided with the definitions of the error codes.

The iterative assessment scheme allowed the learners to repeat assessment activities. Successive iterations had to follow the feedback provided by instructors. Table II summarizes the evaluation and feedback process. Learners could use the feedback provided for a HW to make a single resubmission. If the original submission existed, then the resubmitted work was treated for full credit. Taking a CAT was possible up to 6 times within up to three weeks. Each successive iteration of the same CAT had to be spaced out by a minimum period of three days.

E. Content area badges

Learners who acquired proficiency in exercising the TDC, within the scope set by a smaller area in the content matter, earned a content area badge (CAB). Learners attempted to earn a CAB by taking CAT. A given CAT (CAT X) had two qualitatively similar versions {CAT X.1, CAT X.2}. Learners could retake CAT X.1 to enhance their performance outcomes above a prescribed level of 80%. The grading rubrics established that a level of 80% would account for success in all the assessed concept knowledge and the practices. The scores a learner would earn at a later attempt, regardless of it being higher or lower than the scores of the former attempt, would be registered as the official score for the CAT. A learner who achieved the 80% level in CAT X.1 was allowed to take the CAT X.2 which was available only for one taking per each qualified learner. A learner who achieved a minimum level of 80% in CAT X.2 was awarded the particular CAB, and their preliminary scores in HW and PCA within the appropriate content area were replaced with perfect scores, provided that those assignments had been duly submitted. Figure 1 illustrates the practice of a particular learner in the process. The learner started at a poor level (23%) of proficiency in CAT X.1, earning the opportunity to take the CAT X.2. The fifth horizontal bar (bricks) represents the outcome of CAT X.2. In CAT X.2, the learner demonstrated 87% exercising the single available chance. A proficiency level of 80% was required for passing a CAT.

letter grades. Therefore, different proficiency levels in TDC were prescribed as requirements for different letter grades (A, B, C, D). The CB model did not award ± grades to learners.

V. RESULTS

A. Background

In both classes (T and CB) the learners were primarily full time college students at the freshman (∼%40) or sophomore (∼%50) level. Figure 2 summarizes the self reported data, of the learners on their prior to college preparation for taking college physics and their self-efficacy about the subject. The graphs on top and bottom respectively are for the spring and fall semesters in 2016. The height of the vertical bars indicate the % learner population that fell into each category (A, B, C, D). The CB model did not award ± grades to learners.

The actual levels of preinstruction preparedness were quantified using a diagnostic force concept inventory (FCI) survey. Figure 3 summarizes the results of this survey for spring (top) and fall (bottom) semesters in 2016. The height of the columns measured along the vertical axes indicate the percent learner population that fell into each percentile group listed along the horizontal axis. The T class is represented by the blue striped columns, while the CB class is represented by solid red columns. Figure 2 indicates that about 60% of the learners in both classes either had not had physics prior to college or had low self-efficacy towards learning the subject.

The actual levels of preinstruction preparedness were quantified using a diagnostic force concept inventory (FCI) [31] survey. Figure 3 summarizes the results of this survey for spring (top) and fall (bottom) semesters in 2016. The height of the columns measured along the vertical axes indicate the percent learner population that fell into each percentile group listed along the horizontal axis. The T class is represented by the blue striped columns, while the CB class is represented by solid red columns. The results in Fig. 3 show that in both classes 65% to 70% of the learners remained in the below 40% category of the diagnostic FCI score. For the T class, the average diagnostic % FCI scores respectively were 41.4 ± 1.6 and 39.7 ± 1.9 for the spring and fall semesters in 2016. In the same respective
semesters, for the CB class, the average diagnostic % FCI scores were 38/C62 and 36/C61. The p values calculated in MS Excel from standard t tests resulted in 0.32 for spring 2015 and 0.13 for fall 2015 under a 95% confidence range (α = 0.05) that the null hypothesis is valid. That is, the statistical tests failed to reject that the two learner populations were the same.

A profile of learners’ mathematical preparedness was obtained using an in-class survey performed in the spring semester of 2017. The survey investigated how learners felt after learning basic vector methods (vector properties, multiplying a vector by a scalar, addition, subtraction, components) within a module built into the CB physics course. Figure 4 summarizes the outcomes of this survey. Altogether, 90% of the learners acknowledged it as a helpful experience. 31% indicated that it was their first time to learn about vectors while 38% indicated that although they were not novice learners, their knowledge about vectors was found to be similar in levels to that of a beginner. 21% of the learners acknowledged it as a good review while 10% indicated that it was not necessary. The results showed that most of the learners were not adequately prepared to learn physics at college.

B. Postinstructional shifts in physics concept knowledge

At the end of each semester, the learners in the two classes (T and CB) were evaluated using another FCI test. Figure 5 summarizes the distribution of the learners in the two classes in terms of their diagnostic FCI scores at the beginning of spring (top) and fall (bottom) semesters in 2016. The height of the vertical bars indicate the percent learner population that fell into each percentile group listed along the horizontal axis. The striped columns represent the T class and the solid columns represent the CB class. In both classes, 65% to 70% of the learners remained in the below 40% range of the diagnostic FCI score.

C. Normalized FCI gain

Using the diagnostic and postinstructional FCI scores, the change in the conceptual understanding due to the instructional process was evaluated in terms of the normalized FCI gain [32,33](⟨g⟩ score), for each semester the CB process took place at Purdue University. The ⟨g⟩ score was evaluated using

FIG. 2. A background evaluation of the two classes (T and CB) at the beginning of the spring (top) and fall (bottom) semesters in 2016. The height of the vertical bars indicate the % learner population that chose one of the categories listed along the horizontal axis. The striped columns represent the T class and the solid columns represent the CB class. Both classes were similarly populated by learners in terms of their prior to college physics experience and self efficacy towards the college physics learning experience.

FIG. 3. Distribution of learners of the two classes (T and CB) in terms of their diagnostic FCI scores at the beginning of spring (top) and fall (bottom) semesters in 2016. The height of the vertical bars indicate the percent learner population that fell into each percentile group listed along the horizontal axis. The striped columns represent the T class and the solid columns represent the CB class. In both classes, 65% to 70% of the learners remained in the below 40% range of the diagnostic FCI score.
hgi = Post% − Pre%.

where Pre and Post refer to the diagnostic FCI test and the postinstructional FCI test.

Figure 6 summarizes the \( \langle g \rangle \) scores for the five consecutive semesters from spring 2015 through spring 2017. In Fig. 6, the height of the vertical bars indicates the \( \langle g \rangle \) score for each semester listed along the horizontal axis. The T class is represented by the blue striped columns, while the CB class is represented by solid red columns. As shown in Fig. 6, for the three consecutive semesters from fall 2015 through fall 2016, the \( \langle g \rangle \) scores for the CB class is approximately 3 times higher than that for the T class.

The learners who participated in the CB instructions in the spring semester of 2015 were qualitatively different from the learner groups who participated in the CB model in other semesters. The spring 2015 group was recruited to pilot the CB model learning idea. First, this group was more aware of the new process than the learners who participated in the other semesters, and they were coached to gain from the CB model. Second, as indicated by their average diagnostic FCI scores (48.5 ± 4.8%), this group on average was better prepared for college physics instruction compared to the other groups.

The uncertainties shown along with the average FCI scores are the standard error of the mean. The error bars for normalized gain were estimated by propagating the standard error.

**D. Development of the TDC in CB learning**

In the CB course, TDC were evaluated within content areas (Sec. IV D). Table III summarizes the class average percent scores in the core competencies (AS,MD,PS,CM) obtained in CAT over three consecutive content areas (force, laws of motion, and circular motion) in the fall 2016. The
TABLE III. Class average percent scores in core competencies (AS, MD, PS, CM) at the beginning (first four columns) and at the end (last four columns) of CAT for three successive content areas in the spring 2017 semester for the CB class. In each successive content area, learners achieved a higher score in each competency at their first attempt of the CAT than they had in the former content area. Also, in all the competencies the class’s average scores improved over the period a CAT was available for retaking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content area</th>
<th>CAT first attempt %</th>
<th>CAT final %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws of motion</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular motion</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

first four columns list the scores acquired at learners’ first attempt on a CAT and the last four columns list the scores acquired by the end of the period of each CAT. The scores indicate that in each successive content area at their first attempt on a CAT, learners acquired a higher score in each competency than they had in the former content area. Also, in all the competencies, the class’s average scores improved over the period a CAT was available for retaking.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. An overview

A CB approach to teaching and learning physics was developed and tested for learners majoring in technology disciplines at Purdue University [30]. The goal of the practice was to implement a method to evaluate the transdisciplinary competencies (TDC) that underlie the learning of physics disciplinary content. This goal was achieved by mapping the processes in learning activities onto a set of TDC (Sec. III B and Sec. V D). Also, through the CB practice, it was possible to consistently observe substantial physics learning outcomes from learners who were mostly underprepared to learn physics in college and had low self-efficacy towards the subject (Sec. V B).

B. The essential features of a CB instructional process

We believe the following features are essential for a CB learning experience:

(i) The competencies must be highlighted and evaluated within a CB instructional process. The discipline’s content knowledge is complementary to the development of the competencies.

(ii) An iterative assessment scheme is essential for CB instruction. It is not reasonable nor realistic to expect an apprentice to develop expert skills of a trade without allowing time for such development. An iterative assessment process provides learners the opportunity to develop, while allowing the instructors the opportunity to guide.

C. Choice of the TDC

In the CB physics instructional process at Purdue University, the choice of the TDC was made based on Amartya Sen’s capability idea (Sec III A). The set of TDC (Sec. III B) represents qualities that are developmental and measurable across disciplines. The core competencies (AS, MD, PS, CM) were chosen observing the nature of the practices emphasized by physics educators for the process of applying physics concepts to natural phenomena. Most introductory physics textbooks carry a section at the beginning on this behalf [34–36]. This procedure (analysis, modeling, making predictions through standard protocols applied to the model, and communication) is common to any discipline that develops and maintains formal disciplinary knowledge aiming to apply such knowledge to situations specific to the domain. Therefore, the same core competencies can be used across the various disciplines. The CL (collaboration) competency was chosen to promote harmony and solidarity within the instructional environment. The EC (effective citizenship) competency was chosen to promote ethical practices that benefit a learner towards progressing in the course, while creating a sense of commitment and responsibility. Finally, the AE (aesthetic engagement) competency was chosen in order to invoke creativity among learners and to demonstrate the potential to incorporate physics conceptual ideas within aesthetic products. In the future we plan to collaborate with other disciplinary courses to investigate if the chosen set of TDC is complete and sufficient for transdisciplinary application.

D. Benefit of highlighting the TDC

Introductory college physics courses in the US are mostly populated with learners who are majoring in disciplines other than physics [14]. Most of them major in various applied science disciplines (engineering, technology, life sciences, health sciences, etc.). Such learners do not essentially use a majority of physics concepts in their own disciplinary studies or in their professions. After all, in their own disciplinary courses they learn the physics formula that is applied within their confined domain. Educators envision the introductory physics learning experience to provide life long competencies in problem solving and critical thinking [13,14]. However, most of the time, learners deal with their introductory physics requirement merely as a way of fulfilling an institutional requirement without attributing a long-term value to their learning process [37–39]. This attitude is detrimental to the learning as cognitive goals cannot be fulfilled without true participation of the learner [40–42]. If the introductory
physics learning experience is staged, bringing the underlying TDC explicitly to light, learners will be able to recognize the broad importance of their physics learning experience.

In the CB course the TDC were evaluated by mapping the intradisciplinary practices into the TDC framework (Sec. III C). The practices used to learn and apply the physics concepts are common to all content areas within the discipline of physics. Therefore, when repeatedly shown the use, learners acquire the ability to independently exercise these standard practices. The results summarized in Table III show that when learners move from one content area to another, their aptitude for exercising the TDC in the first attempt of a CAT has increased (see the learner comment at the end of Sec. VI E).

E. \langle g \rangle Score and contemporary pedagogies

The CB model instructional process at Purdue University focused on evaluating the exercise of the TDC that underlie the learning and applying physics concepts. The process emphasized quality in the practices (Sec. III C) and allowed repetition (Sec. IV D) in order for learners to become familiar with exercising the TDC. During this process learners critically engaged their physics and mathematical knowledge. The physics concept understanding acquired by qualitatively similar learner groups (Figs. 2 and 3) through CB model and traditional instructional practices were compared using FCI and the normalized FCI gain [32,33] (\langle g \rangle) measurements (Fig 6). At all the stages of the practice, the learners who participated in the CB model outperformed the traditional learners by a factor of 3 or more in the \langle g \rangle (Fig. 6).

Table IV summarizes the FCI and \langle g \rangle measurements for the CB practice alongside other pedagogical approaches reported in the literature. These data indicate that the \langle g \rangle scores of the CB model is comparable to that of the other methods. Some pedagogical approaches to teaching physics focus on the development of the content matter knowledge through various engaging methods [43–49]. Some other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pretest%</th>
<th>Post-test%</th>
<th>Change a</th>
<th>\langle g \rangle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer Instruction</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>Calculus base</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Algebra based</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio physics</td>
<td>Rensselaer Polytechnic b</td>
<td>Calculus base</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio + ILD c</td>
<td>Rensselaer Polytechnic b</td>
<td>Calculus base</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio + ILD + CGPS d</td>
<td>Rensselaer Polytechnic b</td>
<td>Calculus base</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLE [50] e</td>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
<td>Calculus base (engineering honors)</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLE [50] e</td>
<td>California State University, Chico</td>
<td>Calculus base</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency Based</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td>Algebra based (technology majors)</td>
<td>2015 Spring</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2015 Fall</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2016 Spring</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2016 Fall</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2017 Spring</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2015 Fall</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2016 Spring</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2016 Fall</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aChange=Pretest%-Post-test%  
bRensselaer Polytechnic Institute.  
cInteractive lecture demonstrations [44].  
dCooperative group problem solving [44].  
eInvestigative science learning experience.
approaches such as ISLE [50,51] focus on the development of scientific abilities. On the other hand, the CB approach practiced at Purdue University followed the capability idea [17,21–23] (Sec. III A) and focused on the developmental TDC that underlie the learning and applying of physics concepts. The CB approach emphasized the quality of the practices performed in learning activities and allowed an extended scope for learners to develop in TDC at a relatively self-driven pace. The learners who were catered by the CB instructional process were mostly underprepared or had low self-efficacy towards the subject (Figs. 2, 3, and 4). However, via the CB model instructions these learners consistently demonstrated (g) that is comparable to their advanced counterparts in calculus based streams with better initial level aptitudes (Table IV). We believe this performance is due to the emphasis on the practices and the iterative nature in the assessment process which are essential features of a CB approach (Sec. VI B). The emphasis on the practices required the learners to critically engage in their learning and assessment activities to gain insight that the standard practices can be used to navigate through complicated investigations. The iterative assessment scheme (Sec. IV D and Table II) provided the learners an extended scope to develop in the practices (Fig. 1). Subsequently, learners grew in their physics conceptual understanding [40,52]. As one learner wrote in a feedback survey following the Fall 2016 course, “I learned how to problem solve, when I could not do something, or the answer was not right in front of me I learned how to solve it. I learned that physics is not just equations and can relate to everyday life. I learned how to be persistent and how important it is to keep learning and keep trying.”

F. Adopting and extending the CB model

The procedures reported in this article were performed for classes ranging up to 60 learners. It is estimated that the current version of the CB model can directly be scaled up for classes of 100 to 120 learners in a session. We believe the modification suggested in the future work (Sec. VIII), to adopt an optimized self-paced learning environment with unstructured class sessions, is useful for scaling up the CB instructional model for moderate to large enrollment courses (200 to 300 learners in a session).

The AE (aesthetic engagement) competency aimed to bring creativity and aesthetics meaningfully into the process of physics learning. In the CB course, learners were given the opportunity to work on a project themed physics story telling where they developed a story that was narrated using the principles learned in the course. Such projects could be used to interface a physics course with liberal arts courses such as languages, writing, poetry, theater, etc., or even with courses such as computer graphics and animations. A physics course can be interfaced with mathematics courses or other STEM courses within the TDC framework (Sec. VI C). In the future, we intend to work further on this idea to experiment how different disciplinary courses could complement each other within a common TDC framework.

Since the dynamics of the CB instructional model is different from the majority of college courses, learners may demonstrate lack of understanding regarding how the CB course is conducted. As a remedy to this issue, the CB course introduced a mandatory syllabus quiz at the beginning of the semester to ensure that the learners would understand the course model and adjust to its dynamics. The scores of the quiz were absorbed into the EC (effective citizenship) competency.

Separate evaluation of each competency was an important feature of the CB instructional process at Purdue University. The course grade was based upon the levels reached in each competency, rather than on a cumulative course score. We required this to nurture well-rounded learners as some competencies can be more easily attained than others (Table III), but all competencies are equally important for learning and for functioning beyond the learning.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The competency based approach to teaching and learning is regarded as a method that better communicates to learners the expected outcomes of their learning experiences [1–3]. Various CB approaches have been successfully practiced in training professionals in health care and medicine [5,7–9] and in teacher education [10]. We envisioned that a CB approach, where the underlying competencies were highlighted within the instructional process, would be effective to teaching physics to learners with diversified disciplinary interests. At Purdue University, a CB model was developed and practiced to facilitate introductory college physics instruction within the force and motion concepts of classical physics. In this practice, the capability idea [17,21–23] (Sec. III) was chosen to be the philosophical foundation for identifying competencies within the physics learning experience. Following the capabilities idea a set of developmental qualities were chosen to be the transdisciplinary competencies of the learning experience. Intradisciplinary practices were mapped into the TDC for assessment. Learners were allowed to use extended time periods to develop in TDC through an iterative assessment scheme. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use a CB approach to teach physics at a public university in the United States. The CB model practiced at Purdue University provided a means to evaluate a set of TDC that underlie the learning and application of the concepts in physics. Additionally, the CB practice consistently showed its ability to assist learners who were underprepared to learn college physics and had low self efficacy towards the subject to earn substantial physics learning outcomes.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

The CB model physics instructional process developed at Purdue University featured a self-paced learning environment. We believe further optimization of this feature
within the CB approach would efficiently accommodate the diversity among learners in prior knowledge levels and different levels of commitment towards completing learning activities. We aim to achieve this by facilitating an unstructured learning space where learners will work independently, work with peers, or seek guidance from instructors to complete the pre-assessment learning activities. At this stage, it will not be possible to have organized class sessions rather than providing a space and time for assembly. The participation of learners in such rather informal course meetings may be based on their individualized purposes. Learners would participate seeking consultation, approval or assistance. In order for such a practice to be successful, the outline of the learning activities must be prepared, perhaps in the form of a workbook, and supportive instructional materials such as video tutorials, sample problem solutions and detailed rubrics be made available for learners. The sessions will be the quality assessment points for learners who are leading in the process while the learners who are lagging in the process can work under the guidance of their peers, whose successful progress has been checked and verified by the instructors.

We intend to use the above modification to scale up the CB instructional model for moderate to large enrollment courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session). This expansion is expected to be achieved by absorbing the traditional class courses (150 to 300 learners in a session).

The guidelines for preassessment learning activities will be provided and supplementary instructional material will be made accessible to learners. The self-sufficient and the leading learners will be made pro tem instructors to help those who need more assistance. Peer instructional collaborations will be rewarded through CL (collaboration) and EC (effective citizenry) competencies. Subjected to this practice, learners are likely to feel that the course is directly catering to their individual learning needs rather than being forced to move forward at a pace dictated by an instructor or by their high performing peers. In the future, we intend to provide a detailed report of this procedure.
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APPENDIX: LEARNER COMMENTS

Learners’ comments on what they thought were the beneficial traits acquired due to the CB course reflected mostly on the ability to independently deal with concepts and complex problems. The comments were made anonymously via the end of semester surveys. Samples of nonduplicating comments are listed below. The comments are left in their original format without editing for spelling or grammatical errors.

(i) I learned how to think about a problem critically, it is much easier to break down and work out problems even not related to physics (Sp17).

(ii) I feel that I understand why physics equations are the way they are as opposed to just plugging in numbers (Sp17).

(iii) The class helped me to apply the concepts of physics into my lesson plans as a flight instructor. I put Newton’s laws into those lesson plans so I can teach my students these concepts (Sp17).

(iv) I learned that solutions to situations can be thought about and approached in many different ways (Sp17).

(v) Learned how to learn independently (Sp17).

(vi) Working out all the steps to a problem is very important, you might know the correct answer but if you don’t know the steps to get there its useless (Sp17).

(vii) I liked when we derived equations, it got me thinking about equations in other classes (Fall16).

(viii) I understood that every concept in the course is useful for the next section. I understood that physics simply is not a math course, you must apply equations and concepts (Fall16).

(ix) Vectors. Last year I took a statics class and ended up dropping due to lack of knowledge about vectors and was struggling a lot. If I had known this much about vectors then, I probably would have continued and passed the class (Fall16).

(x) The force diagrams are prime examples of concepts that are not performing mathematical processes. You actually had to understand physical properties to accurately fill out a force diagram, and without it, solving most problems was not possible (Fall16).

(xi) The class required students to learn/practice time management and communication (Fall16).
[38] G. Kortemeyer, The challenge of teaching introductory physics to premedical students, Phys. Teach. 45, 552 (2007).